Camphill Thornbury Farm and Gardens

Box Scheme

Organic Fruit and Vegetables, tasty, nutritious and
convenient.
We would like to offer our produce to you, conveniently delivered to
your door; you can also collect directly from our Thornbury gardens.
We have been growing in Thornbury for many years and enjoy
supplying our local community.
What we offer
We supply a weekly portion of produce consisting of a mix of organically grown
vegetables and fruit. We will always give preference to our own produce but when
necessary will also source additional items to provide a balanced mix to our boxes.
We aim to generally follow the seasons with our boxes but when sourcing additional
produce will give preference as much as possible to locally and similarly ethically
grown fruit, vegetables and suppliers.
Our reasonably priced basic single box consists of a mix of
seven portions and our customers can decide how many of
these they would like delivered, dependant on their needs. There are cost benefits for
taking double and more; and of course you get more tasty produce to enjoy.
Our customers can enjoy more than just our produce. This box scheme not only
supports an important local charitable undertaking but there is also the opportunity
to get involved in seasonal activities and getting to know the growers involved. We
will stay in contact with information like recipes and work events for those who want
to get their fingers dirty and we are also available
to discuss any questions that you might have.
Who we are
We are located on 20 hectares of land in Thornbury and are part of the Camphill charity
which locally consists of the Sheiling School and Hatch community.
We work in our woodlands, pasture, orchards and gardens with people with learning
disabilities where land work is a form of therapeutic activity growing produce using the
Biodynamic organic method. As a team we are able to appreciate the unique skills that
each of us is able to contribute to working with the natural seasonal rhythms, using
traditional and ethical growing methods, to provide healthy produce full of good flavours.
How it works
Our delivery areas are centred on Thornbury and the cost of the produce will be
determined by how far we need to deliver the box.
Our basic unit for a local delivery or collection of seven items of produce is £9.00.
Our other prices are based on this amount and deliveries will take place weekly
on Tuesdays
The box scheme is based at the Hatch Camphill Community
off Kington Lane close to the corner with Castle Street.

Our delivery areas are zoned as follows:
Zone 1: Delivery 1 Mile or Collection

Zone 2: Delivery - 2 Mile radius

Zone 3: Delivery – 4 Mile Radius

Monthly Costs:


Zone 1: Single £39.00 / Double £70.00



Zone 2: Single £47.00 / Double £86.00



Zone 3: Single £56.00 / Double £104.00

We ask that you fill in our Standing Order Instruction and
return it to us so that we can get all your details arranged for
deliveries. We will supply the Standing Order Instruction to
your bank with monthly payments due at the beginning of
each month.

We deliver standard mixes of produce but would also be happy to discuss our variety
and any preferences that you might have. Also we would be happy to share more
about what we do so please feel free to make contact with us if you have any questions.
We look forward to hearing from you.
Land Manager

Camphill Thornbury Farm and Gardens
Hatch Community
Castle Street
Thornbury
Bristol
BS35 1HQ

Phone 01454 413010
Mob.
07788997488
Fax.
01454 414705

